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also set the kids free to make their own choices.The boss made the

apprentices work fourteen hours a day.32. 深入：So it is essential

for the students to participate in social practice in order to learn

something that they can`t get in class.He always goes down to the

grass roots units.33. 实现： I firmly believe, as long as I make

unremitting efforts, my dream will come true one day.She realized

her ambition of becoming an actress.34. 实行：In order to improve

the competence of state-run enterprises, the central government has

implemented a series of reforms, among which is cutting down the

staff.We now institute an eight-hour working day.35. 使：I think it`s

high time we did something to reduce traffic accidents and made our

road safer.Doing part-time jobs can broaden our horizons and

enable us to gain new knowledge.36. 说明：The relations can be

demonstrated by the following examples.To illustrate the scientific

importance(from:www.antong.org) to modernization, it is requisite

to give a glance at the scientific influence on the development of

society in history.37. 体现：That is why we classify art as "classic",

"modern" and "postmodern" art., each embodying the character of

its period.This proposal reflects the interests and demands of the

developing countries.38. 调整：To solve the problems, we should

get the students out of ivory tower to gear their courses to the needs

of industries and business, and help students seek a way of living a



more significant life.You can adjust the color on the TV by turning

this knob.39. 通过：Effective measures should be taken and laws be

passed to protect the environment.The plan must go through several

stages.40. 投入：When it`s difficult for the laid-off workers to live,

the government will allocate a certain sum of money to them

regularly.They`ve fully prepared to throw themselves into the

battle.They`ve fulfilled the state plan. 42. 维护：They will have a

family of their own, and they should contribute their part in

maintaining a good home.We should defend state sovereignty and

national honor.43. 像：It sounds like somebody`s knocking on the

door.The two sisters are very much alike.44. 宣传：Publicizing the

importance of creating a pure and healthy environment is an

effective way.We must publicize the importance of preserving the

present energy resources.45. 引起：Some pets can cause serious

diseases.What he said aroused suspicion.46. 展开：The sports meet

is now in full swing.Please unfold the map.47. 重视：All the

companies attach great importance to knowledge and talents.He

didn`t take the matter seriously.48. 主张：While we are advocating

competition, we can`t ignore co-operation.We maintain that

literature and art should serve the people.49. 注意：During the

interview, we must pay attention to our manner of speaking and

show self-confidence and enthusiasm for the work.I didn`t notice

when he left.50. 抓：I can see how the tigers are caught and what

they feed on, how the butterflies grow up and even how the ants

share their work.We should seize the opportunity of learning

advanced technologies and new skills. 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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